Georgia Occupational Regulation Review Council
Meeting Minutes: October 13, 2021

Introduction

Anna Miller recapped the minutes of last meeting.

Anna started a motion to approve meeting minutes from October 6th GORRC Meeting Nine
  Sam Teasley moves to approve minutes
  Kelly Dudley seconds the motion
  The motion passes

HB 476

Anna Miller states that more information on number of complaints was received and included in the documents sent to council members after last meeting to include final draft

Anna opens the floor for discussion...

Kelly Dudley voices concerns about creating disparities and the lack of staff to handle the workload and additional groups possibly considering being independent.

Stephen DeBaun expresses concerns similar to Kelly with budgetary concerns.

Kate Iannuzzi explains she is on board with approving the report and letting the legislature make decision.

Bo Warren says that his perspective is to support the report and allow the legislature to make the final decision

Megan Andrews agrees with Kelly also, regarding needs more resources.

Kelly compares GSBA and what the administrative necessities that may not be entirely foreseen and how challenging budgets can be

Stan states GORRC should consider the information but also feels this could be a matter to consider at a later time

Anna is aware of the precedent this may set for other groups and working with GORRC to find a solution to the concerns in place of creating new budgetary division

Anna moves to make a motion

  Kelly makes a motion to not move forward but make note of the challenges faced with and make strong suggestions in the report for solutions.
  Sam Teasley seconds the motion

Anna states the motion is to not recommend bill as currently written rather strongly recommend funding increases for human and technical resources to increase responsiveness in action to PELLS Members.

  SAO - Aye
  DNR - Nay
  SOS – Aye
  DPH - Aye
  Agr - Nay
  DOR - Aye
  OPB – Aye
  House (Absent)
  Senate (Absent)

The motion passes 5 to 2

Anna Miller adjourns the meeting